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Are These Ever Noticed Individuals?
 
Never argue in a loud tone, when your opponent is a silent speaker,
Resulting annotations around would make you weaker.
 
They have a clean heart and filthy chops,
The focal reason for them to get flops
 
Tenderness is expected from the strong and patience,
Not the one who are cruel and impatience.
 
They are always pointed at variance,
Despite they being on the right side or the erroneous.
 
Better to be hushed then to be unwanted,
That could facilitate at the time when haunted.
 
The fact spoken by them may hurt others feelings,
That’s their way as the others have their way of dealings.
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Bird's First Flight
 
Birds moving swiftly in the air,
Regardless of the stiff wind that couldn’t bear.
 
The innovative craze for the immature,
The parents give strength and make them assure.
 
With no practice, they start a flight,
Forgetting the fear reach the uppermost height.
 
We can do what ever we want,
Memorize it that we don’t haunt.
 
The immature are now matured and independent,
Live, and will become for their infants a flight attendant.
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Fear -A Gloom
 
Fear is not anywhere behind mankind,
For remember it is in our own mind.
 
It could be removed if we make-up our mind,
Then none can impede us to be shined.
                         
Fear is the lane of dark where nothing seemed apparent,
Except abortive and the breeze errant.
 
Fear is the blemish that could spoil the long life tribute,
Is it so effortless and painless to recon tribute?
 
Certainly not fear when you aren’t erroneous,
Just one step forgetting the fear may lead u to be victorious.
 
Fear is just a gloom that covers your talent
And it is profitless to view yourself a gallant
 
To confiscate the fear, make-up you mind,
Feel triumphant leaving the weakness behind.
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I Am Apologetic!
 
I make an apology for the hurt I have given to your compassion,
Indeed it was like hurting myself but trust me I did have the good intension
 
Don’t let the precious tears dropp down your gorgeous eyes,
I just made an attempt to give healing to your relation through my bitter lies
 
Do you think I was in fine state after saying you so?
I did wept deeply but in the way you might never know
 
I am aware of your feelings headed for me and my buddy,
But how would you stop the minds that are running muddy.
 
That’s why I say to realise things before you think it is too late
Just keep in your mind and heart that we were, are and will be soul mate
 
Crack the dealings if it is for betterment to regain place in cherished heart,
Put out of your mind history, perceive current and wait for upcoming indeed that
is life & its art
 
It’s true that I cannot undo the hurt I have caused to this adoring gal,
But promise you, will not repeat it & will be present for your every affectionate
call
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It Requires Courage To...
 
It requires audacity to utter the actuality & also to bear it,
Till the last moment, even if the world force you to exit.
 
It requires dauntlessness to stand up for those who r absent, when they r being
abused,
Your presence might give someone an aim in life & also strength to respond
when affronted
 
It requires bravery to control the nerve at times of wrath,
And also the firmness to restrain from the wishes that take u to wrong path
 
It requires determination to live honestly on our means,
By working on our convictions and daily routines.
 
It requires guts to witness the evil even though if he is strong,
Then you'll be entitled as a gallant for life long
 
It requires fearlessness for the soul to leave the body and also to live in the body
That’s the true dareness and boldness that would once be seen in everybody
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Mother-A Cure For Every Wound
 
She is the luminosity of the outlook of her child,
And remove the hazardous nervousness and make them mild,
 
Her glamorous skim can swab away the anxiety,
And can bring radiant on the faceless casualty.
 
She has the astuteness to intensify their fuzzy forth coming,
By giving a bounteous heed and humble understanding.
 
She obviously occupies the state of eulogy and fray,
Her assurance can assist them and hinder when they go astray.
 
Her ardent nature has no juxtaposition,
Her amity has the right to arrant berate in her trepidation situation.
 
At last she tops in being forbearance,
She had to do it just for the child’s impending revere
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My Decree For The Year 2008
 
Resolution are made every year,
No matter they aren’t fulfilled when few desires become incredibly dear.
 
I resolute oath to confiscate my lethargy and turn into a briskly lass, 	
And effort up to my educators expectations and top in the class.
 
I resolute oath to work out at this finale instant to attest myself a fine student,
It’s possible only with a mind of attention and a sort of prudent.
 
I resolute oath to go on with the strategy of honesty and sincerity,
This would not merely result in the worldly but also hereafter popularity.
 
I resolute oath to rise in opposition to the wickedness and bias,
And accurately then will I attain the position of pious.
 
I resolute oath to reverence my elders and feel affection for kid,
Living a sort of place in their heart I’ll once have to bid.
 
I resolute oath to profit the recommendation set by my adults,
This would end in the vibrant and fruitful results
 
I resolute oath to conceal my tears and bear patience,
And be trustworthy to my kindred through adherence.
 
I resolute oath to impede trusting and squandering my talent upon the folks
around,
It is like giving them the aptitude to fling us in abuts of the stranger to the
ground.
 
I resolute oath to act truthfully and steadily on my resolutions,
And rest leave on God to give a sturdy support to my decisions.
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Nature's Charm
 
Morning cheers and the birds awake,
Again after the dusk there's an enchanting day break.
 
The sun is visible again with the charming sunrise,
The panoramatic views of all cheerful eyes.
 
The new beginning of the day for the trees,
Taking a breath in the smooth moving breeze.
 
The breathtaking songs are sung by the birds,
No matter we have no sense for their words.
 
The water passes through the stream countinuosly,
Without caring about its ego rushing furiously.
 
The beam of the birds and sun gleams
It seems an incredible dream.
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Our Educators
 
Some are illustrious for tranquillity and some for annoyance,
But everybody have the identical aspiration to overcome the learner’s ignorance.
 
You assist us in every field and counsel us through your experiences,
You are responsible for our finest results and gallant performances.
 
You are the derivation for our burly foundation,
What ever we are and we will be it is obviously due to your dedication.
 
You scolded when essential, banged when we went astray,
And encouraged us in every way by working each day.
 
You were readily available when we required you,
We are surely in your debt and it is true.
 
We misbehaved but you controlled your wrath,
We apologise for all what we did on your path.
 
You are the one, who made us capable to face the world,
And then it was feasible for us to win the dream world.
 
We thank you for being with us so long,
Obviously to you the whole awards belong.
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Victory Is Feasible
 
Challenge the fate before it challenges you,
Do it before the time or else you will have to pay the due.
 
With stress gratis untie your mind,
Bring back the acumen you have left behind.
 
Face every challenge with fortitude and audacity,
You will surely be benefited with a prideful gritty.
 
Everything is feasible if it is tried,      
And the knowledge of it will ever abide.
 
Concentration is needed for everything you do,
It is not possible unless the perturb is said adieu.
 
Great enthusiasm is also needed,
That can be the major way to be succeeded.
 
Never mind if failure is achieved,
Instead be contented for your talent is revealed.
 
Firm belief to achieve success,
Can let you attain stupendous progress.
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What Is Worst?
 
	
Physical harm effect superficial look while mental takes away life’s delight,
I ask what is worst? Is that a curable material or a material eternally without
light?
 
Physical destruction could be cured in hours, days, weeks or in years,
While mental chase till death afflicting the life of loneliness and fears
 
Man feels he could bear, but his mind and spirit does not assist,
What is a man; devoid of the aid of his own being persist?
 
A skinned knee or an arm has a therapy of illness,
But once the heart is out of order, life have no remedy for any sickness.
 
A brain occupied of perplexity and riot leaves a spirit frustrated,
Mentally anxious mind and a heart pierced by the words that aggravated.
 
Apology may heal the mentally caused harm to some extent,
But could certainly not get flipside to the condition of their prior time that went
	
The words would smash up a man exclusively, so I say
Imagine for an instant before you unkindly verbalize or betray
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